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International Day of Family Remittance (IDFR) on 16 June : 

BASUG to hold Discussion 
 

The ‘International Day of Family Remittance’(IDFR) 2016 will be celebrated on 16 June across the globe 

with an objective to recognize and raise globally the awareness on the contribution of the migrant workers to 

their families and communities back home and to the sustainable development of their countries of origin, 

particularly in rural areas. The Day also aims at encouraging the public and private sectors, as well as the civil 

society, to do more and collaborate to maximize the impact of remittances in the developing world. 

 

The Global Forum on Remittances, organized by the International 

Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and the World Bank in 

Bangkok in May 2013, unanimously recommended proclaiming an 

International Day of Family Remittances (IDFR) and called for 

IFAD to take the lead in seeking formal recognition of this day. The 

first IDFR was held on 16 June 2015 in Milan, in the context of the 

Global Forum on Remittances and Development, which was 

attended by 405 high-level public-private sectors and the civil 

society representatives from 72 countries. The Dutch Queen 

Máxima attended the program as the chief guest in her capacity of 

UN Secretary-General's Special Advocate for Inclusive Finance for 

Development (UNSGSA). 

 

BASUG-Diaspora and Development took part in both the programs 

- in Bangkok and Milan in 2013 and 2015 respectively. In Bangkok, 

BASUG put a Stall at the Remittance Market place with Oxfam Novib. Chairman of BASUG, Bikash 

Chowdhury Barua shared his experience in one of the sessions on Diasporas role and contribution as panel 

member in Bangkok program. At the first IDFR in Milan, BASUG in collaboration with Oxfam Novib 

organised a conference on 19 June 2015 on “Diaspora investment in rural development: Bangladesh and 

global experience”. BASUG also set up a Stall at the Remittance Market Place at the conference venue in 

Milan.   

 

IFAD will launch the 2016 Call for Proposals on 16 June in celebration of the International Day of Family 

Remittances. The focuses will be on two key objectives: a) Promoting access and use of remittances as an 

instrument of financial inclusion; and b) Promoting migrant investment and entrepreneurship as an instrument 

of local economic development. BASUG will hold a discussion on the day at its office in the Hague. 

 

Azimo, the on-line money transfer service has announced that it will cut transfer fees to zero on 16th June 

2016 in support of the International Day of Family Remittances (IDFR). Azimo, which recently relaunched its 

mobile app to further improve the way migrants send money, supports the IDFR's aim to increase the impact 

of remittance funds in the developing world. The company is said to have offered transfer fees from just £1, 

but has pledged to charge nothing at all for transfers to any country on 16th June. 

 

It may be mentioned that public awareness of the role of remittances is still very low, despite their huge social 

and economic impact. The positive impact of remittances is often completely overlooked. Money sent back 

home by the migrants, which stand at $600 billion annually is three times higher than the global aid budgets. 

Some 250 million people live outside their country of origin and remittances often account for more than half 

the total family income. 
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         EU Court rules no jail for illegal migrants 
 

Migrants illegally entering an EU state in the Schengen zone should not face detention on those grounds, says 

the European Court of Justice.  Migrants staying illegally should instead be returned to the country from 

which they came under the so-called Return Directive, it said. The ruling applies to migrants crossing borders 

within the passport-free area and on leaving the zone. It will infuriate critics of EU policy, but contains several 

important caveats. 

 Schengen: Controversial EU free movement deal 

explained The ruling was triggered by the case of a 

Ghanaian migrant who was found to be using false 

Belgian travel documents by French police at the 

entrance to the Channel Tunnel. Selina Affum was 

placed in police custody on grounds of illegal entry into 

French territory but argued that this was unlawful, in 

light of the EU’s Return Directive. 

 Under the directive, an illegal migrant told to leave has 

up to 30 days to go voluntarily. After that, removal 

should not involve excessive force or place the person’s 

life in danger. 

 

The French court of cassation referred Ms Affum’s case 

to the European Court of Justice, the EU’s highest 

court. “The Return Directive prevents a national of a 

non-EU country who has not yet been subject to the 

return procedure being imprisoned solely because he or 

she has entered the territory of a Member State illegally 

across an internal border of the Schengen area,” the Luxembourg-based court ruled.  This was also the case 

when the migrant “is intercepted when leaving the Schengen area”. 

 

               Thousands of modern slaves in the Netherlands 
 

A new report estimates that 17,500 people are ‘modern slaves’ in the Netherlands, working as forced 

labourers or victims of sexual exploitation. The Global Slavery Index, created by Australian human rights 

organisation the Walk Free Foundation, claims 45.8 million people ‘are subject to some form of modern 

slavery in the world today’. It ranks 167 countries based on the extent of their suspected slavery problem, 

putting the Netherlands in 50th place of 52. Slaves are defined as people who are exploited but cannot leave 

due to threats, violence, coercion or abuse of power. 

  

According to a news published by online Dutch News edition, slavery in the Netherlands – estimated at 0.1% 

of the population – is suspected in the construction, agriculture, transport, sex and catering industries, as well 

as amongst people forced by criminals to beg. The Dutch daily newspaper, De Telegraaf reports Corinne 

Dettmeijer-Vermeulen, national rapporteur on human trafficking, as saying: ‘These are huge numbers. It 

undermines our society to have this happening under our very eyes. More people need to be aware of this and 

raise the alarm. For example, customers at market stalls where a child is always helping, or family doctors 

who see inside people’s homes.’ Dutch estimates were based on reports to CoMensha, a foundation dealing 

with victims of human trafficking, and work by criminology professor Jan van Dijk of Tilburg university. He 

said slavery can happen in diplomatic families, for instance: ‘Maids from the Philippines and from African 

countries are terribly exploited,’ he told the Telegraaf. ‘It is an absolute disgrace that diplomats might be 

guilty of such offences, purely because of their immunity.’ Van Dijk said most victims are African, Asian and 

Eastern European, but there are also native Dutch victims, often enslaved by pimps. More men have been 

exploited in recent years, he added. Even so, the Australian report ranks the Dutch government as having one 

of the world’s strongest responses to modern slavery, saying such countries are ‘characterised by strong 

political will, sufficient resources, and a strong civil society that holds governments to account’. It identifies 

the worst places for slavery as North Korea, Uzbekistan, Cambodia and India. (Courtesy: Dutch News) 
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                      ECOSCO status granted to BASUG 
 

The UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) at its Coordination and management meeting of April 2016 

adopted the recommendation of the Committee on Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs) to grant special consultative status to BASUG. 

The Non-Governmental Organizations Branch/OESC/DESA in a mail 

sent to BASUG conveyed this message and congratulated the recipient. 

It may be mentioned that Consultative status for an organization 

enables it to actively engage with ECOSOC and its subsidiary bodies, 

as well as with the United Nations Secretariat, programmes, funds and 

agencies in a number of ways.  

 

Consultative status also allows an organisation to be informed of the 

provisional agenda of the Economic and Social Council. The 

organizations in general consultative status may request the Secretary 

General, through the Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations, to place items of special interest in the 

provisional agenda of the Council. The status entitles BASUG to designate official representatives to the 

United Nations Headquarters in New York and the United Nations offices in Geneva and Vienna. BASUG 

Representatives will be able to register for and participate in events, conferences and activities of the United 

Nations. Special consultative status may designate authorized representatives to sit as observers at public 

meetings of ECOSOC and its subsidiary bodies, General Assembly, Human Rights Council and other United 

Nations intergovernmental decision-making bodies. The Secretary-General is authorized to offer United 

Nations facilities to NGOs in consultative status, including: accommodation for meetings related to the work 

of ECOSOC; appropriate seating arrangements and facilities for obtaining documents during public meetings 

of the General Assembly that deal with matters in the economic and social and related fields; arrangement of 

informal discussions on matters of special interest to groups or organizations;  access to UN press 

documentation services; prompt and efficient distribution of documents related to ECOSOC and its subsidiary 

bodies as the Secretary-General deems appropriate; use of United Nations libraries.  On the other hand, 

organizations in general and special consultative status are required to submit a report on the activities of their 

organizations in support of the work of ECOSOC and the United Nations once every four years, known as 

quadrennial reports, as per ECOSOC resolution 1996/31. 

 

           Felicitation by Bangladesh Ambassadors 

Bangladesh ambassador in Germany. Mr Muhammad Ali Sorcar in a message sent to the chairman of BASUG 

congratulated the organisation on this what he termed, ‘achievement’. He wrote, ‘It is long effort, wonderful 

track record and dedication of your team that has earned this recognition. Every member deserves to be 

congratulated, as you have worked so hard over the years and so diligently’. The Bangladesh envoy further 

wrote, ‘From time to time, some issue will come up where you can influence the decision of the member 

states. But the real power comes when you can have your cause reflected through a member state. During my 

time in New York, I have seen many wonderful NGOs with worthwhile agenda, but their ideas got torpedoed 

as member states did not lend their support. I wish the best of BASUG and greater footprint in issues of 

common concern.           
                                                       

Bangladesh ambassador in the Netherlands, Mr Sheikh Mohamad Belal in another message congratulated 

BASUG for obtaining the ECOSCO consultative status.  
                                                                                 IFAD Representative 

Mr. Mauro Martini Financing Facility for Remittances of IFAD, Italy wrote, ‘Congratulations from the entire 

FFR for this very special recognition. Well done. This represent an unique opportunity for BASUG, but also 

greater responsibility, to promote at highest level the role of diaspora as key actor for development’. Others 

who congratulated are: Professor Gerd Junne, Director of The Network University of Amsterdam, Mr. Lothar 

Kleipass of ILD, Germany, Mr. Bob van Dillen of CORDAID,  Prof Lothar Smith, Estrella LAJOM, Head, 

GFMD Support Unit/GFMD, Mr. Istiaque Ahmed, Second Secretary of Bangladesh Embassy, Netherlands, 

Mr. Atiqun Nabi, Executive Director of INAFI, Mr. Ansar Ahmed Ullah, UK, Ms. Tanbira Talukder, Mr. 

Biman Barua Chowdhury, Dhaka and Mr. AHM Abdul Hai, Germany. 
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                    GFMD Thematic Workshop in Bangkok  
 
The first thematic workshop of GFMD on ‘Migration, Connectivity and Business’ was held on 29 March 2016 

at the UN Centre in Bangkok, Thailand. Representatives from the governments, civil society organisations 

and international organisations attended the first ever thematic workshop, which was chaired by Mr. Shahidul 

Haq, Chairman of 2016 GFMD Bangladesh. 

 

The Concept Note on the workshop prepared by GFMD Dhaka mentioned that unlike in the recent decades, 

‘connectivity’ has emerged as the defining feature within the globalised and multi-connected world. Across 

the regions, countries have been witnessing numerous connectivity initiatives emerging, in different forms. 

‘People’ are the centre point 

in the contemporary 

connectivity discourse. 

Countries are increasingly 

joining regional, sub-

regional trading agreements, 

not only for trade in goods and services, but also for overall social and economic development and greater 

cohesion in the sub-regions/regions. 

 

Chairman of GFMD 2016, Secretary Shahidul Haq said, ‘we need to work differently to manage human 

mobility today. We have stepped into the 4
th
 industrial revolution, and we need to work differently, find out 

new tools to manage it. The way we work will change. The virtual world will overtake the real world in terms 

of goods and services. The way we work is also different, requiring a different way of managing the 

movement of people. We are managing it through the consular now, but this set of instrument is already 

falling apart everywhere, he added. Mr. Haque continued, ‘in a hyper-connected world, people are on the 

move and if the state fails to govern it, it shall be overtaken. States are slow in providing the fuss-free services 

that mobile travellers demand, hence they have to catch up with managing movement of people. In terms of 

reflections, the concept of linking mobility and business is a positive one provided we can manage it.  

                          

                            
Mr. William Gois of Migrants Forum of Asia and a representative from the Civil society in his presentation 

said, ‘the 2007 ASEAN declaration called for an instrument to protect migrant workers but it is now 2016 and 

that instrument is yet to see the light today. With regards to trade agreements, it is important to not forget that 

labour migration is a symptom of inequalities around the world. It promotes free trade at the expense of local 
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population, forcing people to seek livelihood and survival elsewhere, away from their country and 

communities.. Migration, he added, is now about the commodification of people and labour.  

                                          

In his intervention at the workshop, Bikash Chowdhury Barua of BASUG and member ISC said, ‘in 

Recommendation 6 of Istanbul GFMD 2015, there was a call to '' Ensure adequate policy and funding 

frameworks and mechanisms in both sending and receiving countries, to facilitate diaspora and migrants 

contributions to development through job creation, social  entrepreneurship and advocacy, for sound public 

policies and also in particular to ensure decent work in small and medium enterprises." As benchmark, a 

National and Global Diaspora Development Funds was suggested. Similar call was made in Manila GFMD in 

2008, creation of 'Migration and Development Fund'. And today is 2016. He further pointed out on 

‘Engagement with Diaspora community.’ Both private and public organisations, governments need to be 

engaged with the Diaspora community, which is diversified with different interests and priorities. 

Empowering the diaspora community and building up diaspora capacity all around is essential. In this regard, 

development of diaspora entrepreneurship and resource deserve greater attention. Social business could also 

be explored. 

 
(Photo: During lunch break at Bangkok Thematic workshop, from left: Mr. Shabarinath Nair, Regional Advisor of  Swiss 

Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Mr Saiful Islam, Executive Director of WARBE & Mr. Bikash 

Chowdhury Barua, Chairman of BASUG) 

 

Mr. Efrain Jimenez in his turn said, ‘it is important to recognize the contributions of migrants and diaspora to 

development through a sometimes very eloquent and articulate discourse, but that is not enough. We need 

action oriented approaches now. Profit revenue by business if getting bigger and bigger and not giving a fair 

share to the employees, sometimes the business get into very greedy practices by relaying on cheap labour 

obtained by undocumented workers or refugees and even vulnerable people so that the business can be 

competitive with other companies ending up in some cases working with migrants and treating them as a 

modern day slavery. Earlier, Mr. Shabarinath Nair, Regional Advisor of  Swiss Agency for Development and 

Cooperation (SDC), Mr. Saiful Islam, Executive Director of WARBE & member of International Steering 

Committee of GFMD and Ms. Sumaiya Islam, Director of BOMSA also took part in the deliberation. 

 

     Deadly period in Mediterranean: 2510 lives lost in 2016  

At least 880 migrants and refugees died trying to cross the Mediterranean last week, the United Nations 

refugee agency said on Tuesday, giving updated figures after interviewing survivors brought to Italy. This 

year is "proving to be particularly deadly" with 2,510 lives lost in shipwrecks and capsizing, against 1,855 in 

the same period in 2015, UNHCR spokesman William Spindler said. "At the moment (smugglers) are packing 

people on boats that are barely sea-worthy and many cases are not meant to make the crossing. What happens 

is as soon as they depart from shore they call for rescuers and then rescue services come and rescue them," 

Spindler told a news briefing.   
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IOM Moldova & Govt team held talks with Diaspora organisations  

A meeting with a view to exchanging ideas on Migration and Development was held at the Dutch city of 

Poortugaal on 19 February. Jointly organised by ERCMOVE, a diaspora organisation in the Netherlands and 

IOM Moldova, the meeting was facilitated by Dr. Corazon Dee, Chair of ERCMOVE. The speakers of the 

meeting were: Ghenadie Cretu, IOM Moldova, Program Coordinator, Dorin Toma, Onorina Sorin and 

Ghenadie Slobodeniuc from Bureau for Relations with Diaspora, Moldova, Yussra Medani from IOM, 

Netherlands, Bikash Choudhury Chowdhruy, Chairman of BASUG, Anne Marie Eind and Adri Haartkoorn 

from ERCMOVE.  

The visit 

was 

organized 

in line 

with the 

peer-to-

peer 

learning 

efforts 

built in 

IOM 

Moldova 

project “Consolidating Moldova’s Migration and Development Institutional Framework”, funded by the Swiss 

Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and implemented in partnership with the Bureau for 

Relations with the Diaspora of the State Chancellery of the Republic of Moldova. It responds to the demand 

from government representatives to enhance the institutional capacities by learning from peers about the 

implementation of policies on migration and development (M&D) and mechanisms for Diaspora support and 

engagement related to nationally identified priorities. 

       Bangladesh’s remittance growth not rosy: WB report 

The growth of remittance inflow into Bangladesh slowed down from 8 per cent in 2014 to 2.5 per cent in 

2015, reveals a World Bank report, according to a press report published in Bangladeshi newspaper. The 

remittances growth marked the slowdown despite an increase in export of manpower from the country during 

the period. However, facing various challenges in sending workers with jobs to major destinations such as 

Saudi Arabia and Malaysia Bangladesh cannot attain the potential of raising manpower export and thus 

foreign exchange earnings. The WB report, prepared in collaboration with KNOMAD, said the slowdown in 

growth is largely due to economic weakness in the major remittance-sending countries, weak oil prices and 

currency fluctuations. Overall, the growth rate of remittances to developing countries is estimated to have 

fallen from 3.2 per cent in 2014 to 0.4 per cent in 2015, according to the report titled “Migration and 

Remittances: Recent Developments and Outlook”.  

In 2015, Bangladesh earned $15.32 billion sent by 

Bangladeshi workers serving in different countries, an 

amount which is slightly higher than $15.05 billion 

remittances earned the year before (2014). The 

number of Bangladeshi workers who went abroad 

with jobs in 2015 was over half a million, which 

showed 30 per cent growth in manpower exports. 

However, the higher number of migrant workers 

employed abroad was almost a million (0.98 million) 

in 2007-08 fiscal year and the outflow of workers 
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reportedly dropped to around 420,000 in 2014-15 financial year. Bangladesh belongs to the category of 

countries whose remittances exceed 6 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) and the report showed the 

share of remittances in the country’s GDP at 8.6 per cent in 2014. The report remittances to developing 

countries are expected to rise by around 4 per cent a year in 2016-17 although a major downside risk - 

possible decline in outward remittances from Gulf Cooperation Council countries due to continuing weakness 

in the price of oil - may affect this forecast.  

According to the WB’s “Migration and Remittances Factbook 2016”, more than 250 million people, or 3.4 per 

cent of the world population, live outside their countries of birth. Mexico-United States is reportedly the 

largest migration corridor in the world, followed by Russia-Ukraine, and Bangladesh-India. The United States 

is ranked the top migrant-destination country, followed by Saudi Arabia, Germany, and the Russian 

Federation. The number of migrant workers as a share of population is the highest in Qatar (91 per cent), the 

United Arab Emirates (88 per cent) and Kuwait (72 per cent). Monthly data of Wage earner's remittance of 

Bangladesh (source: Bangladesh Bank) 

Year/Month 
Remittances 

In million US dollar In billion Taka 

2015-2016 

   March 1285.59 100.81 

   February 1136.26 89.26 

   January 1150.64 90.32 

   December 1312.60 103.41 

   November 1142.49 89.72 

   October 1098.46 85.48 

   September 1349.06 104.96 

   August 1195.02 92.97 

   July 1389.56 108.11 

 

       GFMD Bangladesh Coordination Committee Meetings in Dhaka 

BASUG team currently visiting Bangladesh attended a number of meetings of the Bangladesh Civil Society 

Coordination Committee (BCSCC) of GFMD 2016 in Dhaka. One such meeting was held on 6 May in Dhaka 

which was chaired by Professor C R Abrar of RMRRU. The meeting was attended by representatives of the 

member organisations of BCSCC. They are: 

Md. Nazmul Ahsan, BOAF, Prabir Kumar 

Biswas, BOMSA, Md. Nur Khan, ASK, Syed 

Saiful Haque, Jasiya Khatoon, WARBE, Pervez 

Siddiqui, BRAC, Hassan Imam, BRAC, Shohil, 

IMA, Anirban Shaha, ASK, A A Mamun, 

OKUP, Biman Barua Chowdhury, BASUG BD, 

Sarowat Binte Islam, MJF, Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin 

& Bikash Chowdhury Barua both of BASUG, 

Atiqun Nabi, INAFI, Akib Bin Anwar, OKUP 

& Abul Basar, RMMRU. (Photo: A meeting of 

BCSCC of GFMD held at WARBE office in Dhaka. 

BASUG members attended the meeting)      
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In the meeting Jasiya Khatoon, Pervez Siddiqui and Akib Bin Anwar jointly presented the draft action plan 

that was prepared by the working group. After presentation of the draft action plan the draft budget was also 

presented. While commenting on the draft action plan, Atiqun Nabi, Executive Director of INAFI and Syed 

Saiful Haque, Director of WARBE underscored the need for preparing a calendar of events. Dr. Ahmed 

Ziauddin, Advisor and Director Projects of BASUG said that they would inform the committee later about the 

activities that his organization would undertake in the forthcoming GFMD. He suggested that Diaspora and 

Development could be taken up as a theme for PGA. He also suggested the meeting that the BCSCC need to 

conduct qualitative research about the government’s theme of the GFMD so that it could make robust 

recommendations before the government authorities. In response to the point, Syed Saiful Haque said, ‘we 

need to bear in mind that BCSCC is the Local Organizing Committee (LOC). It’s not a matter only of BCSCC 

to decide on these. The International Committee will decide on these issues but surely LOC will have a say in 

this connection’. Saiful Haque also informed the committee that International committee is inviting themes 

from the different civil society groups. We can definitely provide our ideas to the international committee.  

 

Bangladesh Civil Society Coordination Committee  

Earlier on March 5, Bangladesh Civil Society Coordination Committee (BCSCC) for GFMD 2016 was 

formally launched at a program in Dhaka. The Committee was formed to facilitate the Global Forum on 

Migration and Development (GFMD) that Bangladesh will host for the first time in Dhaka on 8-12 

December 2016. It may be mentioned here that this is for the second time that Asia will host this important 

global that began in 2007, the first was in Manila, Philippines in 2008.  The GFMD is a voluntary, 

informal, non-binding and government-led process to advance understanding and cooperation on the 

mutually reinforcing relationship between migration and development and to foster practical and action-

oriented outcomes.  

A total of 43 human rights, migrants’ associations, development NGOs and international organizations 

participated in the launching event and charted out programs to mark the GFMD. BASUG Bangladesh is 

one of the founder members of the BCSCC.  
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      Bangladesh: Wheel chair run by disabled in Germany 

For Kids’ Sake, a charitable organization based in Germany will organize a "ROLLSTUHLRUN" 

(Wheelchair Run) by the Disabled persons for the benefit of 

Bangladeshi orphans and school children on June 25, 2016 at 

the Botanical garden Rombergpark in Dortmund, Germany. 

Bangladesh ambassador in Germany, Muhammad Ali Sorcar 

and Mayor of Dortmund city, Ullrich Sierau will attend the 

program as special guests. Commercial Cousellor of 

Bangladesh mission in Germany Syed Masum Ahmed 

Chowdhury will also attend the program.  BASUG is 

collaborating with the For Kids Sake Germany to make the 

program a success.  It may be mentioned here that For Kids’ 

Sake (FKS) is an international fundraising project that helps 

children, schools and orphanages in Bangladesh. Through their 

assistance, thousands of lives are transformed in one of the 

poorest countries in the world, claims the website of the 

organisation. FKS also strives to create financial sustainability 

by supporting local cottage industries and providing project 

managers for on-site leadership training. A worldwide network 

of FKS volunteers raises money via various creative events 

along with donations and grants. 

 

    Tributes paid to Bangladeshi Freedom fighter, Dr. Yusuf Ahmed 
Veteran Freedom fighter and an ardent follower of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Dr. Yusuf Ahmed 

died on 27 February 2016 in Rotterdam at the age of 82. He was the founder President of Secular Forum 

Bangladesh, Netherlands. Dr. Ahmed, a physician by profession came to London in 1962 for higher studies in 

medical science. Before settling down permanently in the Netherlands he lived for some time in Sweden and 

Denmark. During the liberation war of Bangladesh in 1971 he travelled from one country to another in Europe 

to raise public opinion in favor of the liberation war. He took active part in raising fund for Bangladesh along 

with a few Dutch and German sympathizers in the Netherlands and Germany. During the liberation war Dr. 

Ahmed staged hunger strike in front of the official residence of Pakistani ambassador in the Netherlands along 

with 69 Bengali and Dutch people. Dr. Ahmed left behind his doctor wife, one son and one daughter and a 

host of friends, well-wishers and relatives to mourn his death. (Photo left: Bangladesh ambassador in Netherlands 

is paying tributes to late Dr. Yusuf Ahmed after burial; Right: BASUG Chairman is speaking at the memorial). 

He was buried at a 

graveyard in Capelle aan de 

Ijsel, a city close to 

Rotterdam. A religious 

ceremony and farewell 

program were held on the 

day at the cremation centre 

at Capelle aan de Ijsel. Rich 

tributes were paid to the late 

Dr. Ahmed at the ceremony 

at the memorial meeting which was addressed by the son of late Dr. Yusuf, Tariq Ahmed, Bangladesh 

ambassador in the Netherlands Sheikh Mohammad Belal and BASUG chairman Bikash Chowdhury Barua. 
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PICTORIAL 

   

 Left: Mr Shabarinath Nair of SDC (middle) with Dr. Ahmed Ziauddin & Bikash Chowdhury Barua of BASUG at Swiss Embassy, 
Dhaka on 24 April, right: BASUG chair handing over certificates at Prapon Academy program at Shilpakala Academy, Chittagong. 

 
BASUG Chair Bikash Chowdhury Barua (left) at a Live TV talk show on RMG issues at Channel I on 29 April. Moderator Muhammad 

Jahangir is also seen; Right: BASUG Chair handing over prizes at a program at Sri Lankan temple in Netherlands.  

TV Talk show at Channel, Bangla Vision in Dhaka in May. Picture shows Dr. M M Islam, Secretary of BASUG Germany, Bikash 

Chowdhury Barua, Chairman of BASUG & Moderator Mostafa Firoze (middle). In the right BASUG chair is seen with Sri Lankan 

Ambassador in the Netherlands, Mr.Adam M.J.Sadiq (white dress) and President of Buddhist Union of Netherlands. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Art exhibition at Bangladesh Embassy in the Netherlands on 19 May. Right: Bangladesh ambassador Sheikh Mohammad Belal (2nd 

from right) is seen with the painter(on his right); Right: IOM Chief of Mission Martin Andress Wyss with a diplomat at the embassy. 
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